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Hello
AMA Triangle facilitated a marketing survey in the beginning of the summer.
We were able to gain insights into the landscape, thoughts, concerns, and

desires of area marketers. The survey includes responses from 116
respondents.

 
The Triangle NC area is growing very quickly. Many well known brands like

Lenovo, Pendo, and Red Hat have called the Triangle home. More well
known brands and startups are choosing to have a presence in the Triangle.

This includes companies like Amazon, Apple, and more. This means that
there will be opportunity for those looking for employment and will be

challenging for companies to recruit top marketing candidates. This means
that every marketer needs to be continually learning and networking. That is

what AMA Triangle is all about!
 

Thanks to all those that participated, this survey data will help us best
represent our community of marketing professionals. Below is a recap of the

survey, but some of the more granular survey data will be included at the
end of this report.

 



Three quarters of the people that took the survey were AMA Triangle
Members with the most of the tenure being 1-5 years, and some have
been members for 16+ years! 

The age group that made up the majority of the responses were
mostly 35-54 year olds from a slightly diverse audience. Our goal this
year is to reflect the community we serve more closely. To do this, we
need to make sure that we are more diverse, equitable, and inclusive.
The survey shows that we are doing well, but we can always improve. 

More than half of the respondents reside in the Triangle where others
live in the Piedmont, Charlotte, more South, and near the beach.

Local marketers are looking to network to help them in their career,
talk shop, gain professional development, network in general and to
an extent learn from experts and peers.

99% of the member respondents said they would renew their
membership while almost 80% of the respondents said they would
recommend the AMA Triangle to others!

When is comes to volunteering for the chapter, more than half of the
respondents were currently volunteering, while almost a quarter are
interested in learning more about volunteering. 

In-House, freelancers, and agencies make up a majority of those that
took the survey, but there are a few academics and students that
participated as well.

ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS 
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The results for current in-house roles of the respondents run the
gamut from marketing manager, director, C-suite, to marketing
specialists, creatives, and more. A majority tend to work for larger
companies, but some also work for smaller companies and market to
a mix of B2B, B2C and both types of companies.

IN HOUSE MARKETERS 

Our Agency responders mostly held roles in the C-suite, marketing
director/manager positions, as well as smaller groups of creative,
marketing specialists/assistants and sales personnel from somewhat
smaller companies than the in-house segment with 51-100 and 10-50
being the largest population. They tend to market to mostly US based
clients (79%) with smaller groups marketing to local and international
clientele. 

AGENCY MARKETER

When it comes to Freelance Marketers that took the survey, 59% were
creative, while strategy and sales were split at 21% each. They mostly
market to US based clients, then local, and a few work with
international clients.

Thes freelancers mostly work with mid-sized and smaller companies
with 10-50 or 5-9 employees making up the majority. 

FREELANCE MARKETERS
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Most of our marketing student responses were from undergraduates
(67%), with some Doctoral students (33%).

STUDENT MARKETERS

The 2021-2022 chapter year was tough for programming and in
person events because of the pandemic. Many suffered from Zoom
fatigue and there were only a handful of in-person events. We learned
that some people did not have time to attend events, while others did
not know about the events that occurred. 

We are hopeful that this chapter year will allow us all to get together
more often. Announcing our events will be a top priority. We are up
to the challenge and are planning a lot of events that will be in-
person and virtual.

Webinars seem to be popular, and when it comes to our in-person
events, our Young Professionals meet-up and Signature Speaker
Series events are highly sought after. Some other areas of interest are
member meet and greets, fireside chats, workshops and community
events. 

Based on feedback from the survey, we know that we need to heave a
mix of virtual and in-person events to meet the preferences of our
community. At the time of the survey earlier this year, almost two
thirds of respondents stated they would attend an in-person event,
while one third preferred virtual events. 24 people responded to this
question. 

Make sure to visit and bookmark our events page!

EVENTS
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Moving on to some open ended questions, we found a lot of helpful
information around what challenges and opportunities marketers
have in the Triangle. 

This is a small sampling of the results, as some were closely related
to another or not truly related to the question. This is the same for
most of the open ended answers.

Some of the challenges were: team performance, turnover, customer
acquisition/sales, leads, strategy vs tactics, technology, working on
vs working in the business, budget, challenges with SEO, accounts
receivable, team/community spirit, and bandwidth.

Some of the respondents feel that the local economy will grow,
especially with tech and other industries coming to the area, while
others worry about talent availability and an economic downturn.

We next asked about trends that the respondents noticed in the last
year: marketing getting stronger, product information, do more with
less, slow economy, more virtual events, NFTs and Web3, Fintech
(crypto), rise of Gen Z, more sales interaction and traditional sales
processes phasing out, health products, social media marketing,
emotional intelligence, turnover in higher ed, networking, distrust of
social media, omnichannel, email marketing, lack of confidence in
decision making, experience and service, increase in PPC,
augmented reality, short videos, and saturation/more competitors.

We also asked what is in store for Triangle marketers and we heard:
rise of a younger workforce, need to adapt to market and sales
changes, more tech and services jobs, traditional marketing and
sales models going away, international audiences, network
marketing, challenges with talent acquisition, more freelance
opportunities, and economic depression.

When it comes to finding information about marketing trends, we
were told the respondents go to: social media, friends, AMA,
Competitor websites, networking, newsletters, Twitter lists, Google,
books, podcasts, trade organizations, Harvard Business Review,
periodicals, community outreach, interviews, and blogs.

GENERAL
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And when it comes to go-to resources for career development, we
were told: Google, social media, company training, schools, AMA,
Leadership Raleigh, peers/thought leaders, ANA (Association of
National Advertisers, LinkedIn, webinars, events, periodicals, staff,
podcasts, government.

60% of respondents outsource marketing work with most of the
tasks being: content creation, video, blog, SEO, PPC, sensory
testing, PR, HTML coding, copywriting, branding, sales web design,
sales, technical support, graphic design, and creative work.

Some of the challenges of finding outsource vendors were: price,
trust, reliability, quality, value, bandwidth, capacity, communication,
and finding the right fit. 

They tend to use networking, referrals, social media, ads, Upwork,
Indeed, and Google to find vendors to work with.

When it comes to professional development, we found that
marketers want to learn about many different aspects of marketing.
The most important topics were social media, big picture/thought
leadership, content marketing, and data analytics. 

Somewhat important topics/skills were digital marketing, event
marketing, product marketing, branding, advanced marketing,
account based marketing, leadership development, soft skills,
SEO/PPC, UI/UX

They mostly want to hear from peers presenting shared experiences
as well as learning best practices from national experts.
Respondents also want to hear from local experts and obtain step-
by-step guidance in how-to sessions. A couple of respondents also
wanted to learn about data and have personalized sessions.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Data
Below is some of the data from the survey. Keep in mind that this data is

presented from those that responded to each question, as some may have
skipped one or more questions. 

 
The information will still help the AMA Triangle serve the local marketing

community best. If you have any further feedback or have questions about
the survey, please send an email to info@amatriangle.org.

 



Data

Demographics

47% Male and 53% Female. We did have other
options such as Non-Binary, “prefer not to say” and
“gender not listed,” but there were no responses
for this question included in the survey.
The age group fell largely into the 25-34 group
(48%). Here is the breakdown of the rest:

47% Male and 53% Female. We
did have other options such as
Non-Binary, “prefer not to say”
and “gender not listed,” but there
were no responses for this
question included in the survey.

The age group fell largely into
the 25-34 group (48%). Here is
the breakdown of the rest:

35-44 -20%
45-54 - 16%
55-64 - 9%

18-24 - 3%
65+ - 3%
Prefer no to
say - 1%

Demographics

56% of the respondents were
located in RTP. The rest:

Piedmont -
Triad -22%
Charlotte
area - 10%
WIlmington
-5%

Other - 4%
Fayetteville
- 3%
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Data

Demographics

47% Male and 53% Female. We did have other
options such as Non-Binary, “prefer not to say” and
“gender not listed,” but there were no responses
for this question included in the survey.
The age group fell largely into the 25-34 group
(48%). Here is the breakdown of the rest:

Asian/Asian American - 5%
Black/African American - 3%
Native American/Alaska Native
- 3%
Multiracial -2%
Prefer not to say - 2%
Biracial -1%

84% were White/Caucasian. The
rest:

Demographics

No, not of Hispanic Latino a/x. Or
Spanish origin - 49%
Yes Mexican, Mexican-American,
Chicano/a/x - 16%
Yes, South or Central American -
13%
Yes, Another Hispanic Latino a/x.
Or Spanish origin - 8%
Prefer not to self-describe - 4%
Yes, Cuban, Cuban-American - 3%
Another race, ethnicity, or origin -
3%
Prefer not to say - 2%
Yes, Puerto Rican - 2%

Hispanic, Latino/a/x or Spanish
origin:
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Types of
Marketers

In-House - 33%
Freelancer - 25%
Agency - 24%
Professional Marketing
Academic - 9%
Student - 5%
Other - 4%

Here is what we found for
positions that these marketers
worked in:

In House

29% Marketing - Marketing
Manager
29% Marketing Director
12% Marketing - C-Suite, Senior
Director
10% Marketing - Marketing
Specialist
10% Other
2% Head of Corp Comms and PR
2% Product Management
2% Strategy
2% Corporate Communications
2% Creative- Graphic Design

Hispanic, Latino/a/x or Spanish
origin:
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In House

45% Over 1001 employees
18% 10-50 employees
16% 51 to 100 employees
16% 101 to 1000 employees
3% 2 to 4 employees
2% 5 to 9 employees

They work for companies of the
following sizes:

In House

47.4% B2B Clients
26.3% both B2B and B2C clients
26.3% B2C clients

They market to:
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Agencies

26% Marketing - C-Suite, Senior
Director
25% Marketing Director
24% Marketing- Marketing
Manager
16% Creative- Graphic Design
9% Marketing - Marketing
Specialist/Assistant
1% Sales - Account Exec, Sales
Manager, Sales Director

Current role:



Agencies

35% 51 to 100 employees
21% 10 to 50 employees
19% 5 to 9 employees
10% 101 to 1000 employees
5% 2 to 4 employees
5% Over 1001 employees
5% 1 employee

Organization Size:

Agencies

79% US based clients
14% Local clients (NC)
7% International clients

They market to:
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Freelance

58% Creative - Graphic
Designer, Graphic Artist,
Creative Director
21% Strategy
21% Sales - Account Exec, Sales
Manager, Sales Director

Current focus:

Freelance

63% US based clients
29% Local clients (NC)
8% International clients

Who they work with:
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Freelance

31% 10 to 50 employees
29% 5 to 9 employees
17% 51 to 100 employees
11% 1001-1000 employees
5% Employee
4% Over 1001 employees
3% 2 to 4 employees

Size companies they work with:



Marketing
Students

67% Undergraduate
33% Doctoral

Which program are you currently
enrolled in?

Professional
Development

13% Social media marketing
12% Big picture / Thought
leadership
12% Content marketing
11% Data, analytics and marketing
technology
9% Digital Marketing
8% Event Marketing
7% Product marketing
6% Branding
6% Advanced marketing (AI,
personalization, etc)
16% Others : account based
marketing, leadership
development, soft skills,
SEO/PPC, UI/UX

What three topics are the most
interesting to you?
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Professional
Development

31% Peers presenting shared
experiences
28% Best practices / direction
from national experts
22% Best practices / direction
from local experts
18% How to sessions
<1%% Data on what works best
<1% Work of mouth social
media

What would people like to
see/experience in the topics listed
above

Outsourcing

60% Yes
40% No

Do you outsource?
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Professional
Membership

75% - Yes
25% - No

Are you an AMA Triangle Member?
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38% 3-5 years
28% 1-2 years
14% <1 year
14% 6-10 years
4% 11-15 years
2% 16+ years

How long have you been a
member?

7.65/10

How likely is it that you would
recommend AMA Triangle?

68/100
How diverse is AMA Triangle?

76/100
How equitable is AMA Triangle?

76/100
How inclusive is AMA Triangle?



Professional
Membership

36% Networking with an eye
toward future job opportunities
29% Networking to talk shop
with marketing colleagues
19% Professional development
9%Networking to make friends
6% Learning from experts
1% Learning from peers

What is your primary reason for
joining AMA Triangle?
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36% Email
19% LinkedIn
15% Facebook
13% Twitter
7% Youtube
6% Instagram
4% Slack

Best way to stay in touch with
you?



Professional
Membership

99% Yes
1% No

Are you planning on renewing
your AMA Membership?

51% Myself
39% My Employer
8% Free membership
2% Gifted by AMA National

Who pays for your membership?
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57% Yes
22% No, but want to become
more involved
11% No, but I was in the past
10% No

Are you currently an AMA Volunteer?



Programming

62% No
38% Yes

Have you attended an AMA
Triangle event in the last year?
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37% No time
26% Pandemic concerns
11% Other
5.3% Scheduling, not aware of
local events
5.3% Value
5.3% Not aware of events
5.3% Aware, but not interested
5.3% Zoom fatigue

f you did not attend events, what
is the reason?



Professional
Membership

15% One hour webinars
13% Young professionals meet-
up
10% Signature Speaker Events
9% New member meet and
greet
9% VP fireside chats
8% Connect and Inspire
mentorship program
7% Marketing Jam - Scholarship
Hackathon
7% One hour workshops
6% AMA Impact - community
volunteering
16%Others

What types of programming
events would you be interested
in?

67% In person
33% Virtual

What is your preference for
attending AMA Triangle Events?
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Tied: Networking and Learning
2nd: Activities

Rank these activities: Activities
(trivia, picnics, sporting),
Networking, Learning (webinars,
speakers, workshops):



General

86% Yes
14% No

Prior to this survey, have you
heard about AMA Triangle?
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79% Yes
21% No

Have you considered joining the
AMA Triangle in the last year or
so?



The data in this survey report will allow the

Triangle AMA adapt to the needs and wants

of the local community we serve while

continuing with what has been tried and

true.

YOU LIKE US!

Overall, local marketers say we are doing the

right things for our members, volunteers, and

community at large. 

We will strive to take all of our efforts to the

next level and infuse DEI into our DNA with

everything that we do.

POSTIVE SENTIMENT

DO MORE TOGETHER

As the saying goes, "It takes a village". For

continued success, we need marketers,

members, volunteers and the Chapter Leaders

to have a strong relationship.

There needs to be regular communication,

collaboration, feedback, and as sense of

community.

As the we step up this chapter year, we ask

you to join us. Attend our events. Amplify our

messaging. Get involved with the chapter as a

member, volunteer, or leader. Network, learn,

and grow as a person, professional, and

marketer. 

TWO WAY STREET

DATA SUMMARY
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zHank Hoffmeier
Chapter President



The national speakers were great,
local ones less so. 
More emphasis on agencies than
was relevant to me as an in house
marketer w/ internal creatives 
A networking organization for
marketers in the Research Triangle 
A Cool local org with fun events 
Upscale marketing organization. 
Relatively good organization 
Not a part of my daily consideration 
Fantastic group of local marketing
professionals that have created a
vibrant chapter with real impact on
the community. 
Professional 
Forward thinking and
engaging/active. 
Dynamic 
The development prospect is very
good 
I'm proud of them, having served as
a past president and part of Epic. 
Provide opportunities for learning
and growth 
Strong network of Triangle
marketers from all kinds of niches
who want to learn and grow
together 
A place of solidarity for marketers 
Are very thoughtful 

IN ONE SENTENCE,  HOW
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
AMA TRIANGLE?
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Thank you
Have good resources 
Sharing networking opportunities and learning opportunities. 
Help improve skills 
Have a nonprofit sector affinity group 
Resources 
Networking 
Offers a lot of opportunities for growth 
I'm a very new entrepreneur and want to join AMA to help me
grow my business and also have support. I'm a little nervous bc
there are probably very established entrepreneurs in AMA, and
I'm a bit intimidated. So maybe sessions/content for new
entrepreneurs that includes time with seasoned entrepreneurs
who are particularly passionate about helping newbies :) 
Provide professional knowledge

How can AMA Triangle offer you benefit and value as a guest,
volunteer, or member? 
 

Thank You to Our AMAzing Partners

Little Light 
Creative


